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ABSTRACT

A summary of methods used by various investigators to estimate the fishing depth of longline is

given. Sounding tubes, used by POFI in conjunction with studies of albacore tuna, Germo alalunga
(Bonnaterre), in the central North Pacific, measure the depth of the longline with considerable ac-
curacy. A method, using readings provided by the tubes, is developed so that the observed "hang"
of a given basket of gear and the theoretical "hang" can be compared. The results obtained suggest
that the configuration of the mainline in the individual baskets does not conform to a catenary. We
conclude that the skewness in the shape of the line did not occur during the fishing period, but rather
during retrieving operations when slack formed in hauling allowed a portion of the gear to sink below
the maximum fishing depth. It is suggested that distortions related to retrieving procedures can be
overcome. A method is presented by which the maximum fishing depths for individual hooks along
an entire set of gear can be estimated.
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Longline gear of the type employed in this

study was developed by Japanese fishermen to

capture fish swimnning at considerable depths

below the surface of the ocean (Shapiro 1950).

During the past 5 years this gear has per-

mitted an expansion of the Japanese high seas

tuna fishery, particularly in the South Pacific

and Indian Oceans. The longline has also been

used with successby American fishery research
organizations— to ascertain the abundance of

oceanic tunas.

Attempts to determine the fishing depths

of longline gear have been made by a number
of investigator s using various methods. Murphy
and Shomura (1955) and associates made echo-

sounding measurennents of the depth of the

deeper portions of the longline with a Bendix

depth recorder. BuUis (1955) by u s e of the

Echograph depth recorder obtained excellent

traces of entire baskets of the mainline. Such
measurements are difficult to obtain with con-

sistency because of the large number of varia-

bles involved such as the state of the sea, the

type of equipment, experience of the operator,

condition of the equipment, tuning, etc. Murphy
and Shomura (1955) also determined distances

between buoys with the use of radar. A conn-

parison of theoretical depths, derived from
the buoy distances, withthose obtained

— Fishery Research Biologist, Ocean
Research, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

Stanford, California (formerly Fishery Aid,

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Honolulu,

T. H. ).

— The California Department of Fish and

and Game and the following Bureau of Conn-
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sion of Industrial Research and Services,

Pascagoula, Miss., and Portland, Maine, and

the Pacific Oceanic Fishery Investigations,

Honolulu, T. H.

simultaneously with the Bendix, showed a low

correlation; the Bendix readings being shallower

than the theoretical. The authors suggest that

this low correlation was caused by the lack of

precision in measuring line depth and buoy in-

tervals, and also by the influence of environ-

mental factors such as currents which might

have caused shearing and thereby shoaling of

the gear. Previous findings (Murphy and

Shomura 1953), secured by u s e of pressure

gauges attachedto the deeper hooks of the long-

line, showed that the gear was most likely

limited in i t s penetration of the thermocline,

which was probably the boundary between the

moving surface water and the stable deeper

water, at least in the equatorial region. The

use of pressure gauges was abandoned by

Murphy and Shonnura because of troublesome

technical difficulties inherent in the mechanism.

Yoshihara (1954) gave the problem a

completely theoretical treatment by deriving

depths of individual hooks through a mathennati-

cal analysis. His analysis, though exacting,

was based on assumptions that certain con-

ditions were stable; i.e., that buoy distances

were uniform throughout a set of gear and that

the action of currents and winds upon the gear

did not vary.

Finally, chemical sounding tubes, which

give a measure of maximum fishing depth, have

been used by various research agencies and

investigators (Anonymous 1940, Yoshihara 1954,

Anonymous 1955, Shomura and Otsu 1956,

Iversen and Yoshida 1957). The discussion

which follows is based on the results obtained

by the use of chemical sounding tubes by

Pacific Oceanic Fishery Investigations (POFI)

in conjunction with studies of the albacore tuna,

Germo alalunga (Bonnaterre), in the central

North Pacific Ocean. We found that the sounding

tube recorded the maximum depth of the longline

accurately and showed that the unit or basket of

gear was skewed from a catenary. However,
the skewness was not related to the environment



wherein the basket is thought to hang as a

catenary, but it is suggested that readings in

excess of fishing depth occurred during hauling.

This difficulty is not insurmountable and a

simple method is presented whereby the

sounding tube nnay be fully utilized on longline.

It is givento stinnulate the study of the vertical

distribution of tuna.

We are indebted to Herbert J. Mann (POFI)

for his counsel on gear operations, and to the

captains, crews, and scientific personnel of

the Hugh M. Smith, John R. Manning, and
Charles H. Gilbert for their excellent coopera-
tion. We especially wish to thank Richard S.

Shomura and Tamio Otsu of the scientific staff

for their special efforts in the field.

THE SOUNDING TUBE

The chemical sounding tube, developed in

conjunction with a sounding machine by Lord
Kelvin (Sir William Thompson) to take sound-
ings while underway, has a long history in

oceanographic work (Knight 1945). The glass

tube, coated on the inside with a water-soluble
chemical, measures 640 mm. in length and
4 mm. in outside diameter and is a relatively
simple and inexpensive— depth indicator. Its

operation is based on the relation between
pressure and depth in a column of water. When
the tube, open at the bottom and closed at the

top, is lowered beneath the surface, water is

forced into the open end of the tube. The chem-
ical coating on the inside of the tube is dis-

solved, thus leaving a line of demarcation at

the level reached by the water. Fronn this

record of pressure, the depth to which the tube

was lowered may be read directly from a

calibration scale.

Figure 1 shows the essentials of sounding
tube gear used in conjunction with PCFI's
longline fishing. When the tube is prepared for

use it is broken at the scored lower end and
then inserted in the brass casing. Small sec-
tions of rubber tubing are threaded upon the

protruding ends of the tube to retain it in the

casing. The casing is then strapped to the

longline dropper with plastic tape. Upon re-
trieving the gear the tube is removed from the

casing and placed in the slot of the calibration

scale. The depth in fathoms, indicated by the

demarcation line in the tube, is read from the

scale.

— Sounding tubes may be purchased com-
mercially for $0. 36 each and calibration scales

for $1.75 each.

A B

Figure 1. --Essentials of the sounding tube

gear: (A) Glass sounding tube, (B) brass
casing, (C) wooden calibration scale, (D)

rubber hose. The tube on the reader's right

has been submerged and shows a demarcation
line (E).

Tests performed in the laboratory and in

the field indicate that the sounding tube measures
depth with considerable accuracy. Figure 2

shows regression lines calculated from labora-

tory and field data as connpared with a theoret-

ical line having a slope of 1. To obtain the

laboratory data, 30 tubes were taken from
POFI's stock, which represented portions of

numerous orders. These were then divided

into 6 lots, eachof5tubes. By means of a

pressure tank employed by the U. S. Navy to

calibrate bathythermographs, pressures
equivalent to depths of 100, 200, 300, 400, 500,

and 550 feet were applied to the tubes. One lot

of tubes was subjected to each depth equivalent.

The resulting measurements of depth were read

by three examiners. The difference between
examiners was found to be statistically signifi-

cant (F = 3. 40, P, 05 = ^- ' ^)' ^^^ "^^ operation-

ally snnall; the readings of the individuals did

not differ more than 5 percent at any of the

testing depths. It is difficult to evaluate this

test in regard to field conditions since two of

the examiners read the tubes one day following
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vertically, from the maximum depth reading

(600 feet) of the sounding tube scale (fig. 4). The
graph paper backed by plywood was placed ver-

tically against a wall. A unit of mainline was
modeled from a silver chain (approximately 14

links to an inch and 1/8 inch in diameter) and
the position of each hook marked; the droppers
were omitted. With the omission of the droppers
in the model, it was necessary to bring the tube

readings up to the mainline depth. Therefore,

all observed depths were adjusted by subtract-

ing 9 feet, because sounding tubes were usually

attached near the center of the 18-foot dropper.

A pin, inserted through the link representing

hook 7, was driven into the center of the graph
at the observed depth for hook 7. The ends of

the chain were brought up to and pinned at a

depth representing the bottom of the floatline

with hooks 4 and 10 of the chain passing through
the observed depths obtained for those hooks.

3y removing the pin holding hook 7 and allowing

the chain to swing freely to fornn a catenary,

.-:-JGTH OF a BASKET OF MAINLINE IN FEET

O .'. aOO 500 600 TOO 800 900 1000 UOO 12001260

Figure 4. --The scale model, of silver chain,

representing the mainline of a basket of long-

line gear. The method of using the model is

explained in the text.

theoretical values for the 13 hooks could be
determined. In this way the model permitted a

comparison of the actual configuration of the

mainline in the water, as shown by the tubes
under fishing conditions, with that of a catenary
having the same distance between its supports or

buoys. Two very important considerations were
thus taken into account by the method: one, that

environmental forces nn a y not act unifornnly

throughout the depth of the basket, and two, the

distance between supports governs the
configuration of the catenary.

To ascertain whether the baskets of longline

gear hung in a catenary, the observed (sounding

tube) and theoretical values for hooks 4, 7, and
10 were paired and subjected to the "t" test.

Depths ,which were obtained from baskets skewed
to the extent that either the chain would not reach,

or it overshot the buoy line on one side or the

other, were omitted from the statistical analysis

since theoretical values could not be obtained.

(These represented roughly 8 percent of the
total nunnber of baskets, which had sounding tube

readings at all three hook positions.) A signifi-

cant difference between any of the paired values

would indicate that the baskets did not generally
hang in the form of a catenary and the sign of

the meanfor each hookwould suggest the direc-

tion that the basket deviated or skewed from the

catenary. Table 1 sunnmarizes the results of

the "t" test and suggests that generally the

baskets did not hang in a catenary. Hooks 7 and

10 show significant differences at the 1-percent

level. The significance detected in hook 10 and

the negative aspect of its nnean difference are a

reflection of the positive deviations observed in

hook 4. This is illustrated in figure 4 where
plots of a 5-fathom floatline basket show that a

positive difference (observed > theoretical) i n

hook 4 is reflected by a negative difference

Table 1. --Summary of statistics for comparison of the mean differences (observed minus

theoretical depth values). Lower comparison was carried out with values adjusted to

the theoretical slope (fig. 2). Those "t" values attaining the 5-percent level and the

1-percent level of significance are noted by 1 and 2 asterisks respectively.

Hook



(observed < theoretical) in hook 10 that is twice

as large.

In a case where the gear is skewed toward

one side, one would expect hook 7 to have a nega-

tive mean difference and a standard deviation

somewhat smaller than hook 10. Because this

is not so (table l)it is likely that the error with

depth shown by the sounding tubes in figure Z

must be unduly influencing the analysis. The
data presented in the lower half of table 1 were
obtained after an adjustment to the theoretical

slope was made. The results were those

anticipated; accompanied by a reduction of

significance to the 5-percent level.

CAUSES OF SKEWNESS
AND EXCESSIVE READINGS

The results show that generally the

conformation of baskets of longline fished by
POFI was not a catenary. It is thought that the

sounding tubes were accurately recording the

depths of the gear. Therefore, the cause of

skewness noted inthe baskets mustbe related to

the environment or operative procedures. The
relatively moderate environmental conditions

encountered on longline stations during all

seasons of the year suggest the latter was
responsible (table 2).

However, a more detailed analysis of

environmental factors was obtained by deter-
mining a measure of skewness, or the difference

in feet between the depths of hooks 4 and 10 of

the bookless baskets. In order that each set be
comparable, only the bookless basket placed

between baskets 25 and 26 or close t o that

position^.' was used in the analysis. Omitted
from analysis were data from each bookless

basket whenever, on the model, the mainline
did not reach, or i t overshot the buoy line.

Skewness was then compared with a measure
of current velocity (the mean longline drift),

with possible decrease in current speed at the

thermocline resulting in a shearing effect (the

ratio of the depth of hook 7 of the bookless bas-
ket to the depth of the top of the thermocline)

i/— In Hugh M. Sn-iith cruise 29 and Charles
H. Gilbert cruise 23 the bookless basket was
placed at times between 24 and 25 or 26 and 27.

Table 2. --The average and range of certain physical conditions of longline

stations during albacore fishing cruises in the central North Pacific

Cruise



and with wind speed5./. The three comparisons
yielded low, non-significant correlation values

suggesting that these effects individually were
not related to the skewness observed in the

baskets (r = 0. 039, r = -0. 055 , and r = 0. 055

respectively).

On the other hand, certain events in

retrieving the gear, which could not be evaluated

statistically, appeared closely associated with

skewness of the baskets. Figure 5 shows three

general directions at which longline gear was
hauled aboard the POFI vessels: (1) Off the

bow with the vessel's speed equalling the speed

Figure 5. --Three general positions at which
longline gear is retrieved: (I) Off the bow;

(2) abeam; and (3) astern.

— Wind direction was ignored. It i s a

general practice on POFI vessels to set longline

gear downwind and the vessel captains were
reasonably successful in doing so. Of 98 sets

made, 80 percent were with, to abeam of the

wind and only ZO percent against, to abeam of

the wind.

at which the line is brought in; (2) off midships
with the speed of retrieving somewhat slower
than that of the vessel; and (3) with the line

astern and coming in much slower than the
speed of the vessel. Differences in position

between nunnber I and 2 probably do not have
any important effects on sounding tube measure-
ments since the line is retrieved while at or
above the maximum fishing depth. But, between
2 and 3, we believe that the vessel actually

closes up the buoys of a basket and allows the

mainline to sink. Since part of the line would be
under tension from the line hauler only a portion

would sink; which portion would depend on many
conditions such as the speed of the line hauler,

the distance between the "lay" of the longline

and the parallel course of the vessel, etc.

In addition to the effects on the line by the

normal hauling procedure, disrupted retrieving

could be responsible for obtaining sounding tube

readings exceeding the depth at which the

longline actually fished. On some longline

stations, sounding tubes were attached on hook
7 position (hooks were omitted) at intervals

along the set. In a few cases a sufficient num-
ber of tubes were attached to allow an exami-
nation of the "lay" of the entire nnainline.

Figure 6 shows the unadjusted depth distribution

of hook 7 on baskets of four longline stations.

Each station or set was made up of 40 baskets

of longline with one bookless basket (unnumbered
in fig. 6) inserted between baskets 25 and 26.

Stations 17 and 18 of the Manning cruise 25

were occupied on consecutive days, as were
stations 32 and 33 of the Gilbert cruise 27.

JRM 25
- "STATION 171

« STATION 18/
o STATION 32lr„r 97
. STATION 33;'^"'^ ^^

•a> HOOK 7 PREDICTED FROM
OBSERVED VALUE OF HOOK 6

20
25 20

BASKETS

Figure 6. --Depth distribution of hook 7 on
baskets of longline at stations 17 (31*36'N. ,

165°16'W.) and 18 (33'40'N. , 165'32'W.) of
the John R, Manning cruise 25, and 32
(34'3rN. . 162''50'W. ) and 33 (32'16'N.,
163*04'W.)of the Charles H. Gilbert cruise 27.



Five-fathom floatline gear was set first on
station 17whereas 15-fathom gear was set first

on station 18; a like sequence was followed on

stations 32 and 33. Thus, to compare similar

gear types along the sets, stations 18 and 33

were plotted in the reverse of stations 17 and

32. The paired stations show considerable con-
sistency and, with the exception of station 33,

probably are fairly accurate descriptions ofthe

"lay" of the gear in the water. The ends and
center of the sets were deep and separated by

two plateaus. This configuration is undoubtedly

related to the alternation of a 5-fathom and 15-

fathonn floatline gear in groups of 10 baskets.

Station 33 shows an additional trough and, in

general, is considerably deeper throughout than

station 32, ^

Line hauler trouble developed at basket 2 1

of this set and continued throughout the retriev-

ing to the extent that parts of the gear were
hauled by hand. Possibly the line was retrieved
primarily from astern and the gear allowed to

sink below the maximum fishing depth; or the

hauling was so slov/ as to permit an effect

similar to creating another end in the set.

Figure 6 shows that the ends of the sets sank
deeper than the center. Presumably this oc-
curred because at the center a basket of gear
has more or less equal tension applied on either

side. However, toward the end of the set there

are less baskets and thus less tension on one
side of an individual basket thanthe other. This
allows the buoys of the baskets near the ends of

the set to close in toward the center dropping

their mainline to depths greater than that of

the same floatline gear in the center ofthe set.

Operations with POFIlongline gear in the equa-

torial Pacific show that an interruption of 30

nninutes during hauling, at which tinne the gear

is freed from the vessel, is sufficient to allow

the newly formed end to register depths con-

siderably greater than those shown by tubes on

the gear hauled just before the break. V/hen

mainline breaks occur the new end formed must
be retrieved rapidly to avert a deepening of the

gear. Usually, the new ends caused by breaks
were retrieved within 5 to 20 minutes during

POFI albacore cruises.

Mechanical troubles are not alone
responsible for such discrepancies because re-

trieving of the gear is sometimes delayed for

varying periods of time during stornny weather

and for the removal of large numbers of fish.

Large fish may sound when captured on the

longline and could increase the readings of

sounding tubes if they were attached to the sanne

dropper as the fish. The effect of the capture

of a large number of tuna on longline gear was
described by BuUis (1955, fig. 15b). He shows
Echograph depth records of 10 baskets of long-
line in which 9 of the baskets approximated
complete catenaries. The fifth basket was
distorted with only a portion of the basket being
recorded. This basket contained one yellowfin
and four "blackfin tuna" while the others had no
catch. It is noteworthy that the capture of fish

on this one basket did not affect the adjoining
baskets.

CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that the maximum fishing

depths of POFI longline, during albacore
survey cruises, were recorded by sounding
tubes with sufficient accuracy to locate the

general depths at which the various sets of gear
fished. They also showed the configuration of

the baskets to deviate from a catenary. This
deviation is thought not to have occurred during

the fishing period but rather during retrieving

operations when slack formed in hauling allowed

a portion of the gear to sink below the maxi-
nnum fishing depth. Also, deepening of gear
below the maximum fishing depth presumably
occurred when operational breakdowns or re-

quirements formed a new end to a set. The
above analysis is relatively simple and it can-

not be ascertained whether the results obtained

would be applicable to the longline operations
of others. But, possibly most of the error in

the catenary could be avoided merely by
placing two tubes on a basket of gear on a pair

of the shallower hooks, such as 3 and 11 in

albacore gear, and accepting only the shoalest

reading of the two. In this case, the estimation

of individual hook depths from sounding tube
readings nnight be reliable in areas where the

physical environment did not distort the "hang"
of a basket of gear.

Figure 7 shows the ideal relation of hook
depths to the distance between buoys for hooks
number 2 and 12, 4 and 10, and 7 without drop-
pers and with 5- and 15-fathom floatlines. The
curves were deternnined empirically using the
scaled chain and plotting board described above
(fig. 4). With these curves it would be possible
to derive theoretical buoy distances from a
given sounding tube reading for the above hooks.
The scale model of a longline basket could then
be pinned at the appropriate buoy interval on
the plotting board and the theoretical depths for
all hooks of that basket estimated. Reasonable
extrapolation between baskets bearing sounding
tubes would pernnit estimation of hook depths
for an entire set of longline gear.
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SUMMARY

grounds in 1939. Fisheries Bureau,
Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry, Japan. (Translation

issued as U. S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, Spec. Sci. Rept. --Fish.
No. 33. 175 p.)

1955. Albacore tuna scarce in eastern
North Pacific in May reports N. B .

Scofield (cruise 55-S-3). U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Connm.Fish.
Rev. 17(9): 44-46.

BULLIS, H. R. , JR .

1955. Preliminary report on exploratory

long-line fishing for tuna in the Gulf

of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea.

Part I. Exploratory fishing by the

Oregon . U. S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, Comm. Fish. Rev. 17(10):

1-15.

1. A brief summary of methods used to

estimate the fishing depth of longline by

various investigators is given.

2. Comparisons of field data with laboratory

tests show that sounding tubes measure
depth of longline gear in the field with

considerable accuracy.

3. A method used to plot the observed "hang"
of a given basket of gear and the theoretical

"hang" is described. The results obtained

suggest that the configuration of the main-
line in the individual baskets does not

conform to a catenary. We conclude that

the skewness in the shape of the line did

not occur during the fishing period, but

rather during retrieving operations when
slack formed in hauling allowed a portion

of the gear to sink below the maximum
fishing depth. It is suggested this may be

averted by placing sounding tubes on a pair

of the shallower hooks in a basket of gear

and accepting the shoalest reading of the

two.

4. It i s suggested that in areas where the

environment, such as currents and winds,

does not distort the "hang" of a basket of

longline, maximum fishing depths for indi-

vidual hooks along an entire set can be
estinnated. An applicable method is given.
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APPENDIX

Table 3. --Analysis of variance to determine whether observers read

sounding tubes with the same degree of accuracy

Source



Table 4. --Observed (sounding tube) and theoretical (computed) hook
depths for cruise 23 of the Charles H. Gilbert



Table 5. --Observed (sounding tube) and theoretical (computed) hook
depths for cruise 27 of the Charles H. Gilbert

Station



Table 7. --Observed (sounding tube) and theoretical (computed) hook
depths for cruise 26 of the John R. Manning

Station



Table 8. --Cbserved (sounding tube) and theoretical (computed) hook
depths for cruise 29 of the Hugh M. Smith

Station



Table 9.--A comparison of skewness— with current velocity or longline

drift, shearingA' and wind speed for the John R. Manning cruises 25
and26, the Charles H. Gilbert cruises 23 and 27, and the Hugh M. Smith
cruise 29



Table 9.--A comparison of skewness with other factors affecting

the longline (cont'd)






